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Our cover features Israeli produce at the Shuk Mahane 
Yehuda in Jerusalem.  In a world of global exports, 
these are fruits and vegetables you may not see for sale 
in your local Co-Operative store, owing to its recently 
announced boycott of certain Israeli products.

Some people have complained to The Co-Op, 
challenging its position with historical facts rather than 
politically correct themes.  We admire those who have 
done so and we have chosen to publish one of those 
challenges.  The antidote to incorrect speech is louder 
cogent speech and today we are a megaphone.

Last month, The 
General Synod 
of the Church of 
England endorsed 
the Ecumenical 
Accompaniment 
Programme in Palestine and Israel (EAPPI).  The Board 
of Deputies of British Jews has responded, expressing 
disappointment that the Church would ignore the 
concerns of Anglo Jewry.  But we wonder if this carries 
much weight. Call it the Jewish discount factor, if you 

will, but we expect the Board to stand up on such 
issues.  However, do non-Jews see such statements as 
biased?  

Not always. The Council of Christians & Jews has 
also expressed its disappointment at the Church’s 
decisions regarding EAPPI.  It is a powerful statement 
coming from both within and outside the Christian 
communities.  This is when inter-faith dialogue works 
for the benefit of all.

Finally, 4 August marks the centenary of the birth 
of Swedish diplomat and 
Righteous Gentile, Raoul 
Wallenberg.  Wallenberg 
survived World War II only to 
be arrested by the Soviets and 
his final fate remains unknown. 

We are grateful for the respect for our faith and history 
as well as the support that we receive from outside 
our community in the past and the present: long may it 
continue in the future.  It pays to know who our friends 
are.

it Pays to know who our friends 
are, both inside and outside our 

community
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your news
births
Mazel tov to:
•  Barbara and Victor Comiskey on the birth of their first grandchild, 

Jacob, a son for Reuben and Holly
•  Devori and Yitzchok Nussbaum on the birth of their daughter, 

Emuna, and another beloved grandchild for Rabbi Pesach and 
Penina Efune

•  Chana Moshenska and Raf Salkie on the birth of their first 
grandchild, Alejandro Raphael Andujar Moshenska, a son for Joe 
and Rosa.

special birthdays
Mazel tov to Maxine Besser, Willy Kuker, Sydney Norton (90) and 
Myra Winston, all of who who are celebrating special birthdays this 
month.

engagements
Mazel tov to Estelle Simon on the engagement of her grand-daughter 
Olivia Mason to Simeon Newman.

weddings
Mazel tov to
•  Angela & Steven Samuels on the wedding of their daughter Leanne 

to Martyn
•  Anne Goldberg and Zelda Samuels on the wedding of their 

granddaughter Leanne
•  Sue & Graham Gordon on the wedding of their daughter Judith to 

John

bar mitzvah
Mazel tov to Lindsay Davidson on the Bar Mitzvah of Henri.

achievements 
Mazel tov to:
•  David Bass on gaining a First Class Honours degree from the 

University of Oxford with distinctions in all subjects
•  Daniel Levene on gaining a First Class Honours degree from the 

University of Oxford and the A. J. Herbertson prize for the best 
Geography dissertation – his parents, brothers, grandparents and 
all the family are so proud of him

•  Chloe Overill (nee Lovegrove) on gaining a First from St Mary’s 
University College, London and on her first teaching post as a 
primary school teacher specialising in religious education and 
English.

get well
We wish Refuah Sheleimah to Ian Elliott, Hans Levy, Marjorie Phillips, 
Jackie Richards, Joanna Seldon, Josh Winstone and Warwick 
Winston.

deaths
We wish Long Life to:
• Mrs Cherry Brookes on the loss of her husband Len z;l
• Zena Cutler on the death of her son David z’l
•  The families of Stella Beckerman z’l, Zelma Burkeman z’l, John 

Goldhill z’l, David Leberman z’l, Glenn Mishon z’l, Mildred Winter z;l

your views
I thought you would be interested to know I wrote to both 
Co-op addresses and complained about the boycott of Israeli 
goods. I said I would appreciate a reply but haven’t received 
one from either yet.

I am disgusted that the only way to petition the Co-op or 
contact Steven Jaffe of the Board of Deputies, is through a 
website or email. We don’t all have computers.
I would like to add my name to the petition but find I am 
treated like a second-class citizen who doesn’t have a vote, 
just because I don’t have email or a computer.

Please can you give me another way to sign?

Anita Gilson

Stonesetting
The memorial stone in loving memory of Maurice (Buddy) 

Simmons z’l will take place at the Jewish Cemetery, Old 
Shoreham Road, Hove on Sunday, 2nd September at 2.30 pm

Stonesetting
The memorial stone in loving memory of Phyllis Bush z”l 

will be consecrated at the Old Shoreham Road, Hove, Jewish 
Cemetery on Sunday 2nd September at 12 noon

Thank You
HARRIS – Grateful thanks from Richard for all the cards, 
messages and enquiries received during his recent time in 

hospital; also for the care and attention from the staff at the 
Royal Sussex County Hospital

DAVID & DOLLY ROSS
From Alan Burke

The Board of Ralli Hall Lunch & 
Social Club would like to thank the 

trustees of the legacy of David & 
Dolly Ross for their most generous 
donation to the club as a memorial 

to two wonderful people.
This donation will enable the club to 
fund activities for the forthcoming 

year.

We wish Long Life to the families of the Israelis 
who were so brutally killed in a bus bomb explosion 
on 18 July 2012 in Burgas, Bulgaria and a Refuah 

Sheleima to those who were injured.

The Wedding 
of Laura and 
Elliot Hill 
who were 
married on 5 
June 2012.
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ralli hall Lunch and social club
by Jacqueline Tichauer 

teas and things
by Janice Greenwood 
Our last tea held in June, was very 
successful. As we had to cancel the April 
tea, we decided to make it a bit special 
so, as well as the usual sandwiches, 
cake and biscuits, we added 
strawberries and ice cream, which all 

went down very well. We had some new volunteers and also 
some new customers, or “clients” as we prefer to call them. 

Two of the new volunteers are Billie and Danielle, young 
ladies in their teens who are both charming and helpful. Music 
was supplied by Jonathan and his piano-accordion. Jonathan 
has played for us before and this time he brought Susan with 
him. Susan is also an accomplished accordionist and they 
harmonised well together. We ended with a sing-song and our 
finale was a rousing chorus of “Sussex By The Sea”.

Our next tea will be on 2nd September. Regular attenders will 
be contacted by phone. If you have not been to a Helping 
Hands Tea before, please phone 01232 747722 and we will 
put you on our list.

We value all our volunteers and will gladly reimburse them for 
any expenses they incur on our behalf, be it for petrol when 
ferrying clients to their destination, or doing shopping for 
them, or for telephone calls made. All claims will be met with 
complete confidentiality. To this end a claim form has been 
sent to all our volunteers. Of course, the one thing we cannot 

reimburse you for is the most important gift of all – your time. 
This is invaluable. The time spent shopping for house-bound 
pensioners, or phoning them for a chat, is time very well 
spent. If you have time to spare please give us a ring, we’ll be 
pleased to hear from you. 

I am happy to say that I have two new terrific volunteers 
who are enjoying the busy club atmosphere, but I am still 
looking for a few more people whom I can call on when 
some of our regular volunteers are on holiday.

Our monthly discussion groups are lots of fun and you 
would be amazed at some of the subjects that we discuss. 
We have some great entertainers but are always looking 
for new artistes, so if you have a family member or you 
know of someone who has a talent, please let me know.

Plans for the month of August include a barbecue and 
an outing to a garden centre. We are also delighted to 
announce that a group from the Association of Jewish 
Refugees is coming from London to spend the day with 
us. If you are interested in joining in any of these events, 
just come along or give me a call.

Our new summer menu is a great success, especially the 
Bakewell tart for dessert, which is one of my favourites - 
mmm can you guess who had a say in designing the new 
menus?

Don’t forget the computer classes, yoga, Tai Chi, quizzes, 
entertainment, card games and a very tasty 3-course 
lunch plus transport if needed. New beginners’ bridge 

classes are being planned for Thursday mornings, so 
please let us know if you are interested.

The Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club is planning a big 
celebration in the Hall with a dinner dance to celebrate 
our 10th Anniversary on 18 November. This should be a 
fabulous event, so watch this space for more information 
and where to purchase tickets.

Come on, give us a try: I can assure you that you will not 
be disappointed.  We all look forward to seeing you at the 
Lunch and Social Club very soon.

NORWOOD OLD 
SCHOLARS ASSOCIATION

Were you at the Jewish Orphanage 
West Norwood?

If so would you like to meet some of your old friends, 
renew old friendships?

The Norwood Old Scholars Association will be 
only too pleased to help by sending you our free 

Newsletter.

The aim of the Association is to help those who went 
to Norwood to keep in touch with each other and to 

support some who are in need of our help.

For more information, please write to me,  
Jack Matthews, at:-

16, Hamilton Avenue, Barkingside, Essex, IG6 1AE

or email me: jackmatthews@talktalk.net
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hyman fine house – cream tea
by Beverly Barnett, Volunteer Co-ordinator 

On Sunday 1 July, residents and visitors at Hyman Fine 
House enjoyed a cream tea funded by the Hyman Fine House 
Fundraising Committee. 
 
Residents and guests enjoyed music provided by Oliver Harris 
and Amelia Topper from the Reform Synagogue cheder, followed 
by sandwiches and a delicious selection of cream cakes. It was 
lovely to see so many people at the home and the residents really 

enjoyed the party atmosphere. Our thanks to the catering team 
and all the staff and volunteers who helped with the tea.
Further activities include a Kiddush on Saturday 28 July and 
a barbecue on Thursday 16 August. Hyman Fine House is an 
integral part of the Jewish community and is always happy to 
welcome visitors. If you are interested in coming along to an 
event, then please could you advise Hyman Fine House.

Hyman Fine House provides a range of activities and is always 
looking for volunteers, so if you can spare some time then 
please call in at 20 Burlington Street in Brighton.   

discovering the great outdoors 
by Gordon Kay, Torah Academy parent 

Children at the Torah Academy Nursery in Hove have been 
discovering the natural world, both in their own garden and 
further afield on a trip to the farm.

The outdoor environment is an essential learning resource, a key 
part of the Early Years Foundation Stage. Being outdoors has 
a positive impact on children’s sense of well-being and helps 
development. At the Torah Academy Jewish nursery, which 
combines the best of Montessori education with essential Jewish 
values, this has been exemplified in many ways.

Children get time to play in the garden every day. The ‘nursery’ 
of flowers and vegetables offers opportunities to learn about 
how plants grow and about the local biodiversity, including trees, 
vegetables, flowers, birds and insects. 

For Lag B’Omer, the nursery children went on a trip to Washbrook 
Farm for an excellent learning experience where they observed 
sheep and lambs, goats and kids, horses, chickens and rabbits. 
By understanding more about these animals, they gained a 
greater appreciation of the role animals play in our world, how 
they grow and develop.

When outdoors, children can hear and respond to a different 
range of sounds and they begin to recognise and distinguish 
between noises in the environment which encourages them 
to develop their imagination. During the course of the year, 
the newly acquired Wendy House has become a shul for Rosh 
Hashanah, a colourful castle, a garage, a jungle and most 
recently a classroom, where children become teachers, in 
preparation for their move to Reception.  Developing gross motor 
skills outdoors has a positive impact on the development of fine 
motor skills, for example, the control and co-ordination of small 
muscles needed later for successful handwriting. 

Outside the classroom children have the freedom to explore and 
develop their physical boundaries, to take risks and to discover 
the real world with all their senses. They have room to be active, 
noisy and messy. Spending time in the fresh air is vital to a child’s 
health and wellbeing.

Good outdoor provision does not rely on expensive equipment.  
It comes from making the most of the space and resources 
available, combined with a positive, enthusiastic and engaged 
attitude from adults.

Of course, this is nothing new to us Jews, who have special 
prayers and two festivals, Tu 
B’Shevat and Shavuot, dedicated 
to appreciating the natural world. 
Torah Academy’s commitment to 
provide a place where every child is 
cherished, challenged and achieves 
above and beyond in a Jewish 
environment is clearly expressed in 
its commitment to outdoor learning.

This year we have had to deal with 
2 big blows,” says Headmistress 
Penina Efune. “One is the loss of 
funding from the Welfare Board 
and the other is that we have a 
large number of children moving 
on this year to Reception. This is 
why we have invested in a brand 
new website and we are looking to 
make a big publicity campaign, as 
we obviously need to recruit more 
children.”

The Torah Academy’s website is: 
 http://www.torahnurserybrighton.
co.uk/
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We continue to hold meetings on the first Friday of the month. 
Our worship is always very ably conducted by Brian Linke, who 
usually gives us a well-prepared short talk during the service. 
We usually have a birthday or anniversary to celebrate! 

On 6th July Philip Barnett, one of our elderly members, gave us 
an interesting talk about his family life. 

Stella Harris held a tea party in her home on 15th July. Stella’s 
parties are always enjoyable and popular events. 

The Bexhill/ Hastings Council of Christians and Jews are 
holding a garden party at the home of Jean and Peter Whitaker 
on Sunday 12th August.  Please ring Stella on 01424 223343 to 
book your ticket (£3.00).

aJeX
by Judy Gabriel  

Bill Randall, the Mayor of the City of Brighton & Hove, 
commemorated Armed Forces Day by inviting Ex-Servicemen 
and Women to witness a flag raising ceremony at the Grand 
Hotel on Monday 25 June. This was followed by a reception 
attended by AJEX Branch members who are pictured in the 
photo. This is always a very memorable day and AJEX is proud 
to be invited.
 
A date for your diary:  Would all AJEX members please note, 
that we are joining JACS on 22 August for the afternoon. 
Please read their article in this issue of SJN.  We hope to see 
lots of you there.

Dennis Hollis front row middle, Sidney Lipman standing middle back

the four Ps
by PC Neil Kentish 

I want to tell you a little more about Prevent. It stemmed from 
a counter terrorism strategy that focussed on the four P’s - 
PREVENT - to stop people becoming terrorists and supporting 
terrorism. PURSUE - to stop terrorist attacks. PROTECT - to 
strengthen our protection against terrorist attack. PREPARE - to 
mitigate the impact of a terrorist attack.

The Prevent Strategy defines ‘Extremism’ as “vocal or active 
opposition to fundamental British values, including democracy, 
the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and 
tolerance of different faiths and beliefs”. Extremism is not 
restricted to Al Qa’ida and its associates, although they remain 
a threat, it includes threats from dissident groups in Northern 
Ireland, far right groups and animal rights groups all of which 
may go beyond the realms of lawful activity into extremism. 

With this in mind Prevent in Sussex has a broad perspective; 
having experience of all of them.
As you can see, my remit is quite broad. Your co-operation 
is vital if the strategy is to succeed. If you see or hear of 
something suspicious, not quite right or that just doesn’t sit 
well with you, then report it. If you want to talk it through first 
then email me at the address below. 

In terms of relevant reports to this community; I am not 
aware of any new incidents within the County. However, 
further afield, there was a report of interest and concern to 
the UK Jewish community. A Muslim couple, after becoming 
radicalised by al-Qaida propaganda on the internet, were 
assembling components of a home-made bomb to attack 

Jewish neighbourhoods. The couple, from 
Oldham, bought substances and equipment 
from supermarkets to assemble into an 
improvised explosive device with the 
intention of launching a terrorist attack, after 
carrying out visits to potential Jewish targets 
in Manchester.

The prosecutor, at Manchester crown court, said: “Perhaps it 
can be summarised this way: it was jihad at home. Between 
them they acquired substances, common or garden, that can 
be purchased in supermarkets, equipment and information 
of use that would help them to make explosives, and began 
the process of assembling an improvised explosive device.”  
The couple also carried out “multiple reconnaissance” trips to 
Jewish areas of Salford or Manchester, it was alleged.

Behind their “apparent normality of daily life”, the suspect, an 
unemployed car valeter, and his wife, a hairdresser, planned 
to carry out “jihad at home”.  The couple was only stopped by 
chance after a minor domestic row led to police being called to 
their home in Oldham. Officers were told “I think he’s a home-
grown terrorist.”  CST has been in close contact with the North 
West Counter Terrorism Unit and is entirely satisfied that the 
police intervention was appropriate. Police cooperation with 
CST has been excellent throughout.

PC Neil Kentish is the Divisional Prevent & Engagement 
Officer with Sussex Police.  He can be contacted by email 
at neil.kentish@sussex.pnn.police.uk.  Please note that the 
local number for Sussex Police has changed to 101 or in an 
emergency ring 999.  Since he submitted this article, the couple 
in Manchester have been found guilty of terrorism related 
offences.

hastings and district Jewish society
by Gillian Meyer  
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remembering… stella beckerman (née segal)
25 april 1920 - 1st July 2012
by Sam Lovegrove

Our beloved grandmother Stella sadly passed away on Sunday. 
For the best part of her life, she was an incredibly strong force 
of energy. When she and her husband Harry moved down 
from Chiswick in 1968 to Number 1, Selborne Road, in Hove, 
they worked tirelessly for a number of charities, provided 
accommodation and support for a whole host of international 
students and a loving home for their family.

Stella and Harry hosted Maccabi evenings for the youth of the 
community at their house - which was the place to be in its heyday. 
It was from these social evenings that the initial concept of a 
Jewish community centre evolved, and within a few years, the 
Ralli Hall had opened and become the buzz word for everybody 
in the know in the Brighton and Hove area. Together they also did 
a huge amount of fundraising on behalf of MDA, which provided 
ambulances in Israel amongst many other services. 

Our earliest memories of Nanna are of coffee mornings, classical 
music, and biscuits and cake served on exquisite plates. Stella was 
a very loving grandmother, and over the years became a very proud 
great-grandmother too. She always had time for us, and it was 
always a pleasure to be in her company. She loved to go for long 
walks, going shopping, and particularly to have a cup of tea in a 
china cup with a KitKat in the evening after dinner!

Even until her late 80s, she hosted music afternoons at Ralli Hall 
and also at her home. All the proceeds went to charity. She was 
chairman of JACS at the Reform Synagogue, helped out at Helping 
Hands and made batches of chicken soup for everybody who 
came to visit. She literally rushed around like a lighting bolt and 
never seemed to tire. 

It was only after a short time in a wheelchair, having suffered with 
a problem with her hip, that she really had no choice but to slow 
down - and that was the time that she simply decided that enough 

was enough, and it was 
time to go. And in true Stella 
fashion, once she set her 
mind on something, she 
would not be swayed. 

We shall all remember 
our Nanna fondly.  The 
photograph was taken on 
her last birthday in April and 
we are proud of all that she 
achieved in her 92 years on 
this earth.  We will miss her 
wit, her determination, her 
warmth and her amazing 
smile.

JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND SUSSEX BRANCH

Tuesday 30th October 2012
“FROM GENERATION TO 
GENERATION.  JUDAICA AT THE 
BRITISH MUSEUM”
Beverly Nenk, Curator of Medieval 
Collections and Judaica, British 
Museum  

Tuesday 27th November 2012
“THE END OF TOLERANCE?  
JEWS, NEW CHRISTIANS AND 
OLD CHRISTIANS IN LATE 
MEDIEVAL SPAIN”
Dr Rosa Vidal, Lecturer in Medieval 
Spanish Literature and Culture, Queen 
Mary,
University of London

Tuesday 29th January 2013
“18th CENTURY WESTERN 
EUROPEAN JEWRY IN TURMOIL 
– THE DISPUTE BETWEEN 

R. YAAKOV EMDEN AND R. 
YONATHAN EIBESCHUTZ”
Rabbi Pesach Efune, Director, 
Lubavitch Brighton

Tuesday 26th February 2013
“NEW TRENDS IN JEWISH 
ECONOMIC HISTORY”
Dr Gideon Reuveni, Director, Centre 
for German-Jewish Studies, University 
of Sussex

Tuesday 19th March 2013
“GROWING UP IN JEWISH NEW 
YORK IN THE 1920s and 1930s”
Michael Crook, Co-Chairman, Sussex 
Branch, Jewish Historical Society of 
England
Tuesday 30th April 2013
“JEWISH APOCALYPTIC 
LITERATURE AS A RESPONSE TO 
HISTORICAL EVENTS”

Dr Helen Spurling, Outreach Officer, 
Parkes Institute, University of 
Southampton
(This meeting will be preceded by our 
very brief AGM)

All meetings will take place at the 
Jewish Centre, Ralli Hall, Denmark 
Villas, Hove, commencing at 7.45pm.  
There is no charge for members, 
but visitors are most welcome for 
a donation of £4 to include light 
refreshments following the lecture, 
questions and discussion.

Further enquiries to Co-chairman, 
Godfrey Gould (01273 419412;  
g.gould915@btinternet.com)
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capital to coast bike ride  
by Jill and Ivor Richards 
Our two younger sons, Mark and David, completed the Norwood 
‘Capital to Coast’ bike ride on 1st July. They cycled 75 miles from 
the London Eye to Hove Lawns in a comfortable temperature and 

into a very 
strong head 
wind every yard 
of the way. Two 
years ago they 
participated in 
this event on the 
hottest day of 
the year, starting 
from Esher 
Common and 
cycling 60 miles. 

This year it 
was longer and 
harder. Mark 
added a further 
10 miles by 
cycling from 
home to the 

starting point at the London Eye. At 14:30, after an additional rather 
silly 5 mile ‘mistake’ in Richmond Park, they found themselves at 
Hove Lawns, being cheered on by Mark’s wife Lisa and by us, the 
proud parents. Two somewhat weary but happy young men, proved 
their fitness and enthusiasm, and in the process raised over £3,000 
for Norwood. Many thanks to all those who sponsored them.

About Norwood:  Each year, Norwood supports thousands of 
people with learning disabilities, and children and families in need. 
We passionately believe that everyone, irrespective of ability or 
circumstance, has the right to live the life they choose and achieve 
their goals. We provide a wide range of Family Services and 
Learning & Disability Services in pursuit of this vision.  Please see 
our website:  www.norwood.org.uk

About Down’s Syndrome Association (DSA):  The Down’s 
Syndrome Association has been in existence since 1970 to help 
people with Down’s syndrome live full and rewarding lives by 
providing information and support on all aspects of living with 
Down’s syndrome to ALL who need it. .  Please see our website: 
www.downs-syndrome.org.uk

For more information about the Capital to Coast Bike Ride or for 
more images please contact Lara Lackie, Capital to Coast PR 
Manager, on 020 8420 6942 or lara.lackie@norwood.org.uk  or Lisa 
Moore at EyePR on 07540 142354 or  lisa@eyepr.co.uk

ralli hall  
by Roger Abrahams 
The 2012 Annual General Meeting has now been and gone. It was 
an excellent and positive meeting with even a few more members 
attending than last year. Although it was still attended by fewer than 
twenty, which makes me rather sad that so few people consider 
it important what we do for the Community. Perhaps, being more 
positive, so many people believe we are doing such a good job 
they do not need to find out more about how we are doing it. 

In the meantime, all my loyal Board Members from last year 
have renewed their commitment to their membership and to 
the Community, for which I thank them all. They are Hon. Vice 
Chairman Alan Burke, Hon. Treasurer Paul Waldman, Hon. 
Secretary Philip Simons and Committee Members Marilyn Fisher 
and Marilyn Magrill.

The new vegetarian kitchen and adjoining restaurant area 
are ready for use and should by now be stocked with a full 
complement of china, cutlery and implements. This will allow the 
facility to be used for a full function in the Great Hall. We have also 
decided to reinstate the original glazed skylights within this area 
and over the kosher kitchens. The new ones will comprise shallow 
eight-sided pyramids with bronze-tinted glazing, which I am sure 
will look very smart and will definitely improve the natural light. 
These are already on order and should be installed this side of the 
High Holy Days. 

We are very happy with the way that the new facility has turned 
out and are convinced that it will be well used. In fact, we already 
have three functions booked for the Great Hall, together with the 
use of the new kitchen. I must emphasise that the facility has been 
provided without the help of any charitable funding whatsoever, 
the full cost being found from our room lets which, fortunately, 
remain buoyant, despite the dire economic climate. I sincerely 
hope that this will continue.

At long last, we have also decided to provide upgraded heating 
to the two main lower ground floor rooms: the Youth Lounge and 
the Abrahams Room. By the time winter returns both should have 

full gas-fired central heating, including high capacity Myson fan-
assisted radiators and thermostatically adjustable button timers. 
The gym already has this facility. We are also going to replace the 
geriatric main ground floor gas-fired boiler which, together with 
more flexible controls, should make our core rooms even cosier 
during the winter months.

Finally, as part of our on-going programme of beautifying the public 
rooms generally, there are some further improvements on order for 
the Great Hall and the Magrill Lounge, which I will mention in more 
detail next month although by that time they may well already be 
installed.

See you at Ralli Hall.
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The UK Jewish community is dismayed by the decision of 
the Church of England’s General Synod to pass a motion 
endorsing the Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in 
Palestine and Israel (EAPPI).
 
The Church of England has a duty to examine the situation 
in the Middle East in a balanced way. Instead, by passing 
this motion, it has chosen to promote an inflammatory and 
partisan programme at the expense of its interfaith relations.
 
Justifying its decision using the views of marginal groups 
in Israel and the UK, the Synod has ridden roughshod over 
the very real and legitimate concerns of the UK Jewish 
community, showing a complete disregard for the importance 
of Anglican-Jewish relations.
 
As has been repeatedly stated, whilst EAPPI’s aims may 
appear admirable, its programme lacks any kind of balance 
and shows nothing of the context of a hugely complex 
situation. Unsurprisingly its graduates return with simplistic 
and radical perspectives, giving talks against Israel that 
do nothing to promote an understanding of the situation in 

the Middle East, much less promote a peaceful and viable 
solution to its problems. Members of Jewish communities 
across the country have suffered harassment and abuse at 
EAPPI meetings and yet Synod has completely dismissed 
their experiences. It is noteworthy that even recently, as the 
motion was being debated, it came to light that EAPPI had 
issued a publication, entitled ‘Chain Reaction’, which calls 
on supporters to stage sit-ins at Israeli Embassies, to hack 
government websites in order to promote its message and 
declares EAPPI’s support for the Boycott, Divestment and 
Sanctions campaign against Israel.
 
The Jewish community does not need lessons from the 
Anglican Church in justice and peace, themes that originated 
in our tradition. Moreover, to hear the debate at Synod littered 
with references to ‘powerful lobbies’, the money expended 
by the Jewish community, ‘Jewish sounding names’ and the 
actions of the community ‘bringing shame on the memory 
of victims of the Holocaust’, is deeply offensive and raises 
serious questions about the motivation of those behind this 
motion.

The decision by the General Synod of The Church of England 
meeting at York on Monday 9 July, to pass a motion naming 
EAPPI was probably not its most considered decision in 
recent years.

The grave reservations held by the CCJ – an organisation 
of Christians and Jews who regularly dialogue together - is 
not with the purpose of EAPPI itself but rather with some 
of its methodology and the problematic reporting by some 
returned Ecumenical Accompaniers in the UK. That the Synod 
has given open support to that named programme above 
all others will appear also to give an endorsement to its UK 
reporting which in our opinion needs very careful monitoring 
and scrutiny. This is an unfortunate if not dangerous position 
for the church to be in. 

Interfaith relationships can be sensitive at best and it 
takes little to upset the balance. The call is always for 
sensitivity to the other. 

For the Church here in the UK, it is a call for a 
sensitivity of Jewish relationship to the Land of Israel 
and their fears, appreciating that Jews also wish 
that Palestinians should live in peace, prosperity 
and security in their own State. Christians might be 
more sensitive to Jewish suffering, discrimination and 
antisemitism at the hands of many and especially 
Christians. 

For the Jewish community here in the UK it should be 
understood that Christians also have a deep spiritual 
attachment to the land and a concern to the plight 
faced by many of their co-religionists at the hands of 
some settlers or at the checkpoints. It is that, rather 

than anything more sinister, that causes 
many to speak out for those suffering 
hardship. 

The Church’s impatience with Israel will 
be feared by some in the UK Jewish 
community that this will translate into 
impatience with British Jews and where 
that may lead. 

The lesson from the Motion at General Synod is for more 
listening and greater sensitivity: there seems to be a paucity 
of both.

the church of england and eaPPi
by Vivian Wineman, President 

Listening would have been better at general synod 
from the Council of Christians & Jews 
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Katie Lyons, a member of our 
community, emailed The Co-operative 
to complain of their boycott of several 
Israeli companies.  On 5 July 2012, Ms 
Lyons received an email from Brian 
Moses of The Co-operative’s Customer 
Relations Department.    

With the exception of an introductory 
paragraph advising that he had been 
asked to reply on behalf of Group Chief 
Executive Peter Marks, Mr Moses’s 
letter is identical to the response 
received by SJN from Brian Hobin 
- Commercial Support, Customer 
Relations.  The Co-operative’s response 
was published in our last issue.

In the span of less than one hour on 
5 July 2012 Ms Lyons, a marketing 
executive, engaged in the following 
further correspondence with Mr Moses.

Dear Mr Moses
 
Thank you for your quick response on behalf 
of your Chief Executive, albeit a standard 
reply.
 
However, your statement (and therefore 
boycott is flawed) - as it hinges on the 
premise that Israeli settlements in the West 
Bank and Gaza are illegal.

However, according to Eugene Rostow, a 
former Undersecretary of State for Political 
Affairs in the Johnson Administration, 
Resolution 242 gives Israel a legal right to 
be in the West Bank. The resolution, Rostow 
noted, “Israel is entitled to administer the 
territories” it won in 1967 until ‘‘a just 
and lasting peace in the Middle East’’ is 
achieved.  

Additionally, Jews have lived in Judea and 
Samaria—the West Bank—since ancient 
times. The only time Jews have been 
prohibited from living in the territories in 
recent decades was during Jordan’s rule 
from 1948 to 1967.

Numerous legal authorities dispute the 
charge that settlements are “illegal.” 
Stephen Schwebel, formerly President of the 
International Court of Justice, notes that 
a country acting in self-defense may seize 
and occupy territory when necessary to 
protect itself. Schwebel also observes that 
a state may require, as a condition for its 
withdrawal, security measures designed to 

ensure its citizens are not menaced again 
from that territory. 

The fact that a number of Co-operative 
members, having read the Guardian 
believing that makes them experts on all 
matters to do with the Arab-Israeli conflict, 
feel entitled to orchestrate boycotts of a 
sovereign state, and the Co-Operative 
management see fit to allow company policy 
be manipulated in that way, is very sad.
 
Let’s cut to the chase. The Co-Operative’s 
“ethical” positioning is nothing more than a 
differentiator. You’re unable to compete with 
Asda, Tesco, Sainsburys on price and can’t 
come close to Marks & Spencers or Waitrose 
on range and quality. So aligning yourself 
as champion of “ethical” causes gives you 
a hook into a particular market. The group 
has obviously decided that the “ethical” 
pound makes up a greater part of your 
customer base and you’ll take the risk of 
losing a few pro-Israeli (Jewish) customers.
 
And I’m one of those customers. Reiterating 
my previous email, I will not shop with you 
until/unless the boycott is lifted.
 
Regards, 
Katie

Dear Ms Lyons
 
Further to my recent e mail
 
Israeli Settlements present a breach of 
Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, 
which prohibits the transfer of an occupying 
power’s civilian population into an occupied 
territory. This view has been confirmed by 
the International Court of Justice, the High 
Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva 
Convention and the United Nations Security 
Council, as well as the UK Government and 
the European Union.
 
This is the international consensus on which 
we have based our position.
 
Regards.
 
Ms Lyons replied, setting out summaries 
of the differing and contradictory 
international opinions on whether or not 
the settlements are illegal and referring 
Mr Moses to her source material.  The 
views of the United States, Israel, 
Canada, the Non-Aligned Movement, 
the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation, 

the European Union, Amnesty 
International, Human Rights Watch, 
B’Tselem, the Anti-Defamation League 
along with several legal authorities on 
the issue were outlined, leading Ms 
Lyons to conclude as follows:

Dear Mr Moses
 
The issue is complex and the international 
consensus is far from unanimous - which is 
why the Co-op isn’t qualified to make such a 
decision.

Regards.  
 
Ms Lyons did not receive a reply to her 
email until 18 July 2012 when Mr Moses 
wrote the following and she responded:

Dear Ms Lyons
 
Many thanks for your correspondence of 
5th July and I do apologise for the delay in 
responding.
 
We understand your views and strength 
of feeling over the issue of sourcing from 
businesses in the Israeli settlements within 
the Palestinian Occupied Territories.
 
As we have already explained, our position 
is based on a broad international consensus 
that the status of these settlements is illegal, 
and that this consensus is the view of the 
International Court of Justice, the High 
Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva 
Convention, the United Nations Security 
Council, the UK Government and the 
European Union.
 
We believe that we have given you complete 
access to our position statements, and 
transparently shared with you the basis 
on which this decision has been reached – 
which we believe this is an open and honest 
way to do business. As such there is no more 
we have to add on this issue.

Dear Mr Moses

That’s fine - I appreciate your frank response 
and that you have nothing further to add.

Neither has my position changed. I won’t be 
shopping with the Cooperative again.

Regards, Katie Lyons

community action aimed at the co-op
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the name  
by Ceska Abrahams

Ike was browsing the internet 
when his eyes were caught by 
an interesting entry.  Two small 
European satellites were sent into 
space in two separate launches 
within a couple of years. Being of 
scientific inclination, he began to 
read.  Each capsule contained 
various everyday objects and 
a list of names. A thousand 
ordinary people volunteered their 
names for inclusion.

The aim of those satellites was to contact any 
civilization existing in outer space. The European 
satellites were sent into the unknown and in a short 
while all was forgotten.

Ike decided to read the names. To his amazement the 
first name was his father’s. Although his surname was 
not unusual, combined with the first name it was, as far 
as he knew, his father’s. He knew that his father was 
interested in scientific discoveries.  He also had a great 
sense of humour. Could it be that he had volunteered 
his name to be included without telling anyone? He 
phoned his father. “Hello Dad. How are you? I have 
been surfing the internet and found your name on the 

list in the European capsule which was sent into space 
a few years ago. How come you have not told us about 
it?”

“I’m as surprised as you are, I did not volunteer my 
name. Somebody else took my identity. It is possible 
that one of my friends did it as a joke.” None of his 
friends admitted to the deed. “Well, if any living creature 
from outer space would wish to contact me, I would be 
honoured. It would be interesting.”

A few years later, the satellites had not been tracked 
down. Most probably they had joined the clouds of 
debris and were smashed to pieces, or they could still 
be travelling across the universe visiting other worlds 
unbeknown to mankind.

One day they could land on the doorstep of a multi-
headed or multi-limbed creature from outer space. 
Sadly, Ike’s father passed away, but his name would 
carry on travelling indefinitely. It may be that on one 
sunny day a message would come from the outer limits 
of the vast universe. Someone or something would 
be trying to contact that person who no longer exists. 
Anything is possible. Although Ike’s father is no longer 
alive, his name will be in space for eternity.

A Creative Writing Group will be commencing shortly.  
If you are interested please phone Ceska on 732695 or 
Janice on 772812.

features

Malcolm Green
Catering

The selection of your menu is an important part in the 
planning of your Simcha. For that reason our Chefs continue 
to create exciting and tasty menus to meet your every need. 

We can tailor a menu to fit your specific requirements 
and help create the function you will be proud of. Let us 

introduce you to a cuisine that has made us one of Israel’s 
leading Caterers & the world’s foremost glatt kosher 

destination wedding specialist.
Join us for our glatt kosher June/July tour of “Mystical Ireland” 

KOSHER CATERING AT ITS BEST
Contact Malcolm on 0203 393 6823

 koshercaterer@yahoo.co.uk
www.kosherservicesworldwide.com

www.kosherexperiences.co.il

UNDER SUPERVISION KASHRUT DIVISION  
OF THE LONDON BETH DIN 

(For functions in the U.K.)

“You’ve eaten the food now read the blog”
 www.koshersericesworldwide/blog/

Lexus RX 400 Hybrid.  In superb condition. One 
owner from new (July, 2007). Mark Levinson multi-
media entertainment centre. B-in G.P.S. system. 
Reversing camera. Just under 11,450 miles.
£16,750 o.v.n.o. 
Contact 01273-774190 or allanisrael@hotmail.co.uk.
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of moral conviction and mystery: remembering raoul wallenberg:  
by Dr Eric B Litwack

One of the greatest moral heroes of the 
twentieth century is Raoul Wallenberg. 
His courage, vision and decency are 
beyond doubt with monuments to his 
exemplary actions around the world. 
Parks and schools bear his name, he 
has been made an honorary citizen of 
the USA and Israel and honoured at the 
highest levels in Hungary and Canada. 

Approaching the centenary of 
Wallenberg’s birth we remember him 
because, along with decent people 
everywhere, we are obliged to recognise 
and follow the example of this unlikely 
hero whose spirit lives on as a martyr 
in the struggle against both Nazi and 
Communist totalitarianism. It is a lesson 
of enormous symbolic value.

Raoul Wallenberg was born 4th August 
1912 to a wealthy Swedish family. His 
actions during World War II catapulted 
Wallenberg from obscurity to greatness, 
becoming the stuff of legend. However, 
his ultimate fate has become a tragedy 
both symbolic and historical. 

Wallenberg’s family were bankers but 
during World War II he was not content 
to enter the family business in neutral 
Sweden, managing money. Far too much 
was at stake. He had already spent 
the early1930s studying architecture at 
Michigan University acquiring mastery 
of several languages proving useful 
throughout his life. From 1935-1936 
Wallenberg worked as an international 
banker and importer in South Africa and 
Haifa. It was here that he heard many 
chilling accounts of Nazi persecution 
of Jews from German Jewish refugees. 
On returning to Sweden he met Kàlmàn 
Lauer, owner of a Hungarian-Jewish food 
business there.  Through this association 
Wallenberg began to travel to Budapest, 
familiarising himself with that country and 
its growing antisemitism.  

By 1941 the Budapest Jewish population 
had swollen to 825,000. The Hungarian 
government was antisemitic, confining 
Hungary’s Jews to ghettoes and 
discriminating against them but did 
not deport them to Auschwitz, in spite 
of pressure from Germany. Hungary 
seemed a relative safe haven to the Jews 
of Europe with little hope of survival 
elsewhere.  

In March 1944 Hungary was invaded 
and a German-backed coup brought the 
Hungarian Nazi party to power. There 

ensued a free-for-all of mass murder of 
Hungarian Jews bringing Hungary into 
line with Germany’s ‘Final Solution’. Jews 
were deported to Auschwitz in large 
numbers and used for target practice by 
Nazis perched on the city’s bridges over 
the Danube.

In June 1944 Wallenberg had been 
appointed by the U.S. War Refugee 
Board as its representative in Hungary, 
upon Kàlmàn Lauer’s recommendation 
and in participation with the Swedish 
government. He also became First 
Secretary of the Swedish Delegation in 
Budapest.  Upon arrival in Budapest he 
began with a small team of assistants, 
the ingenious process of creating safe 
houses, hospitals and soup kitchens 
with one supreme goal in mind: to save 
as many Jewish lives as possible. The 
courage of Wallenberg and his assistants 
was remarkable. They threatened, bribed 
and convinced Budapest’s fascists to 
stall transports to Auschwitz. Wallenberg 
used his excellent German and 
aristocratic bearing to intimidate Nazis. 
Many Jews were saved from deportation 
and death with the Swedish protective 
passes (Schutz-Pass) distributed by 
Wallenberg. At least 15,000 people were 
sheltered in his Budapest safe houses. 

But Wallenberg himself was not to be 
saved.  In the midst of the ferocious 
battle for Budapest between December 
1944 and February 1945, Wallenberg, 
along with his Hungarian Jewish driver, 
Vilmos Langfelder, were arrested by the 
invading Soviet army. They were taken 
for interrogation in Moscow’s Lubjanka 
prison, suspected of being American 
spies. The two went from being treated 
as enemies by fascist totalitarianism 
to being similarly treated by its rival, 
communism. 

So there is an issue of historical 
responsibility. The Soviet and successor 
Russian governments have long 
maintained officially, dubiously and in 
the face of numerous public inquiries, 
that Wallenberg and Langfelder died 
of natural causes in 1947 and 1948 
respectively despite considerable 
evidence that Wallenberg survived and 
was seen in the gulag archipelago as late 
as the 1970s.   

Nevertheless, in what would have 
been Wallenberg’s 100th year, there 
may be some hope.  Earlier this year 
Russia, at the insistence of the Swedish 

government, has opened yet another 
enquiry into the ultimate fate of Raoul 
Wallenberg. We can only hope that 
the results are more conclusive than 
enquiries of the past.

Raoul Wallenberg saved more Jews 
through direct and immediate action 
than any other Righteous Gentile, but the 
unsolved mystery of his disappearance 
can and should haunt civilized people. 
It is for both of these reasons that 
Wallenberg’s moral conviction and fate 
should be remembered. Remembering is 
the least that we can do. To forget is to 
be morally derelict.

Dr Eric B. Litwack is a director of the 
Raoul Wallenberg Society, a non-profit 
organisation dedicated to promoting civic 
responsibility. This article first appeared 
in the June issue of Common Ground, 
the magazine of the Council of Christians 
& Jews and is reprinted with their kind 
permission.

features
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trouble-making Judaism by rabbi elli tikvah sarah  
Book review by Winston Pickett

Is trouble-making a positive trait?  As children, we’re explicitly 
told not to make trouble. The verb is essential here. Making 
trouble is not the same thing as getting into trouble or even 
causing trouble. It’s what happens when you stir things up. Go 

against the grain. 
Challenge the status 
quo.

Indeed, in the 
Hebrew Bible, 
the heroes which 
tradition extols 
as paragons of 
leadership are 
inevitably trouble-
makers: Abraham 
and Sarah, Isaac and 
Rivka, Jacob, Leah 
and Rachel; Joseph, 
Moses, Miriam, 
the prophets. 
Each possesses 
a characteristic 
restlessness, a 
desire to break 
through and alter 
things as they are – 
for the better.

In Trouble-Making 
Judaism, Rabbi 

Elli Tikvah Sarah reminds us of this pulsating dynamic within 
our centuries-old tradition. At the same time she weaves 
her own commitment to this ideal with personal reflections, 
philosophical challenges and multiple layers of rabbinic 
analysis in a way that makes this book a multi-tiered reading 
experience.

Biblical exegesis, a history of Jewish feminist interpretative 
analysis and autobiographical milestones all become part 
of an extended narrative that takes a comprehensive look at 
the unique challenges facing contemporary Jews: reclaiming 
and rediscovering women ‘written out of history’, composing 
original midrashim on biblical heroines, grappling with gender 
issues, charting a way through the debates surrounding lesbian 
and gay civil partnerships, devising ways to live as Jews in 
a multicultural society, weighing up Israeli and Palestinian 
aspirations for peace. 

In reading this book it is clear why, as the author notes in 
the preface, it has been more than 20 years in the making. 
It contains a richness that comes with a decades-long 
commitment to teaching and serving as a congregational rabbi, 
reflected in a style that is both scholarly and approachable for 
the uninitiated. 

Generously referenced and easily traversing a wide array of 
sources from biblical and rabbinic exegesis to sociological 
analysis as well as political commentary, Tikvah-Sarah 
displays a deep-seated passion for learning. This is fused 
with an equally energetic desire to see learning as the basis 
for community-building, much in the same way she has via 

Brighton and Hove’s most educational initiative known as 
Lishmah (‘learning’), an eight-week adult education series of 
courses in which I participated this spring.

But it’s only by engaging with the written word that we’re able 
to see what kind of ‘trouble-making’ the author is really talking 
about.

Late in her book Tikvah-Sarah, who has been the spiritual head 
of the Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue since 2000, 
makes what appears, on the face of it, to be a straightforward 
statement.  “My studies of Jewish texts have enabled me 
to find a vocabulary and a framework,” she writes, “which 
challenges the prevailing binary oppositional culture that forces 
people to take sides, and to deny the reality of the other, 
whoever the ‘other’ happens to be.”

This, it could be said, is the ultimate value of Trouble-making 
Judaism. For in its pages the reader acquires the tools by which 
to see the communal, political, religious, social and personal 
issues that challenge us on a daily basis and paradoxically, to 
affirm difference and unity at the same time. 

Troubling the status quo never seemed so Judaically normal.

culture
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rhyming bible stories by charlotte sebag-montefiore  
Review by Michael Rich

an interview with charlotte green (née sebag-montefiore)  
by Alison Levinson

This excellent small book is aimed at children and covers 
twenty bible stories ranging from Noah’s Ark all the way 
through to Jonah and the Whale. Written largely in short four 
line rhyming verses (with occasional longer ones), it reads 
very easily and is ideal for young children who have some 
basic bible knowledge. It brings the stories to life in a vivid 
and amusing way and will capture the imagination of a child 
very well.

After Noah it deals with the Patriarchs, Joseph, Moses, Ruth, 
Samson, Solomon and Esther, ending with Jonah with several 
others in between. The sections for each of the personalities 
are of varying length and are ideal for reading to a child, 
perhaps as a series of bed-time stories. It is cleverly put 
together and reflects the actual bible stories very well.

There are illustrations at the start of each section, although 
there is one inconsistency, in that  Abraham is depicted as 
being very old and white haired with Sarah, obviously very 
much younger and dark haired, when sacrificing Isaac. There 

is one verse which doesn’t 
scan properly and would 
sound odd if being read aloud. 
There are a few typographical 
errors and it would have 
benefited from a more detailed 
proof-reading in that respect, 
but these are of a very minor 
nature and they might have 
arisen as part of the transfer to 
the Kindle platform.

For its price it is a very good 
book to be read to children, and 
adults will gain amusement from 
it as well.

Rhyming Bible Stories is available 
as a download from Amazon for 
Kindle at £1.95.

After telling endless stories to her four grandchildren, 
Charlotte Green began to write down her stories. For many 
years she has combined motherhood with a career as a 
clinical psychologist, and can now describe herself as an 
author too, with contributions published on the audio website 
www.storynory.com over the last three years.   

Charlotte began with animal poems that were “factually 
correct but fun” as she puts it but was soon looking for a new 
source of inspiration. It was her rabbi, Rabbi Dr Abraham Levy 
OBE who asked her if she’d thought of writing something 
Jewish.

“I started reading the Bible outside the first five books and 
wrote a dozen stories,” she explained,  “but (the rabbi) said 
that I hadn’t drawn on the Jewish tradition and gave me 
a reference, the book entitled ‘Legends of the Jews’ by 
Ginzburg.” 

Charlotte was fascinated by the Legends, observing that the 
rabbis’ commentaries and interpretations were all to elucidate 
the moral message.

“And it made me realize what a rich tradition we have; in 
becoming a more secular society we are moving away from 
our rich traditions.”

She rewrote the stories which now have the approval of Rabbi 
Dr Levy, incorporating this new material and in so doing she 
felt she had returned to her Jewish roots. A member of the 
Sebag-Montefiore family, Charlotte’s Jewish education took 
place at the Sephardi Conservative Synagogue in Lauderdale 
Road.  

 
“But my parents didn’t have that lifestyle and I went to non-
Jewish schools, where I was sometimes the only Jew; but 
now I’ve come to realize that I am Jewish. I have gained a 
lot from re-reading these Bible stories. And the myths are 
very rich; I got a lot out of reading them and in fact Storynory 
preferred them!”

Although she has written with children in mind Charlotte feels 
strongly that the stories are universal: “It’s arguable that these 
Bible poems are not for children; no one claims the Bible is 
for children alone – these stories are for all of us. By putting 
them on the internet, for less than the price of a cup of coffee, 
I have tried to make them accessible to everybody.”

Charlotte’s profits from her Bible stories, which will be out 
shortly in paperback, will be going to Jewish charities.  
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 Jacs  
by Nina Taylor, Hon. Chairman 

For our weekly meetings, Janice and friends make 
great efforts to engage a variety of speakers to 
entertain us; including great travellers, photographers, 
historians, music specialists, etc., each one fulfilling 
his or her dream, sharing knowledge, or showing 
photographs or slides to illustrate the day’s talk.

The subject that photographer Peter Arnaud A.R.P.S 
chose was ’People from Africa to Brighton’. The 
pictures were so colourful and lifelike, as if the people 
in the photos were actually speaking to us. 

Our dear friend, Godfrey Gould with the help of slides, 
described ’Disasters at Sea‘ that have occurred as a 
result of storms, fog and other inclement weather. 

With Alan Grey, we accompanied ancient Italian traders 
across Europe through the southern silk road to China, 
via north India, trading en route. 

As a complete change Geoff Mead gave an illustrated 
talk on ’Sussex Literary Landscapes ‘featuring Arundel 

Castle, Chichester and Rottingdean. He mentioned 
Rudyard Kipling, who lived in Rottingdean for some 
time and Graham Greene (‘Brighton Rock‘) and Patrick 
Hamilton (‘The West Pier‘). 

Barbara Blume entertained us with music of her choice 
- an excellent selection ranging from Elgar’s ‘Nimrod’ 
to Rolf Harris’s songs, via Gilbert and Sullivan! She was 
ably assisted by her DJ, Sidney Lipman.

We have another varied programme for August and 
look forward to seeing new and not-so-new friends. 
Come and join us for an enjoyable afternoon in good 
company. Doors open at 1.30 pm. Programme starts at 
2.00 pm 

On 22 August we are joining forces with AJEX to 
present ’Your Desert Island Discs’. We would like 
members of the audience to bring their favourite piece 
of music on a CD, say a few words about it, why they 
like it, what it means to them etc.  Disc Jockey Sidney 
Lipman will play it for us. 

culture

Youth Aliyah Child Rescue
Invite you to a Coffee Morning

Wednesday, 8th August 2012  
at 10.30 am

At Abbingsworth, Tongdean Road, 
Hove

By kind permission of  
Wendy & Ronnie Bloom

Entrance £3.00
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toddler tea Party   
by Sara Newton

Sunday 8th July saw the Reform’s first Toddler Tea 
Party. The party was an introduction to young Jewish 
Families in the Brighton and Hove area to come 
together and form new friendships.

The event was held at the AJEX Hall and open to all 
Jewish families in the area, regardless of denomination.

There was a bouncy castle, face painter, three art 
stations including Playdough, colouring and water play, 
as well as a long table lined with plates, napkins and 
cups full of sandwiches, fruit and cupcakes.

The event was a real success - over ten families 
attended which wasn’t bad for a rare sunny day and the 

men’s Wimbledon finals! 
There were 17 children 
who had great fun 
running around, jumping 
on the castle and having 
faces painted in to 
all sorts of wonderful 
princesses, Spider-men 
and butterflies!

The parents all said they 
wanted to see more 
events like this, perhaps 
linked to future Jewish festivals, but also a chance for 
grandparents and fathers to come together and relax in 
a safe setting.

Look out for more, similar events coming up.

bat mizvah in ruins   
Arielle Meyer, daughter of Rabbi David Meyer, who as 
Rabbi at BHRS from 2001-2006, celebrated her Bat 
Mizvah, with her family.   The service was held in the 
ancient ruins of a Nabatean villa at Avdat National Park 

near Mitzpe 
Ramon.  This 
was followed 
by an open-
air dinner in 
the middle 
of the Negev 
desert. It 
was a unique 
and magical 
experience.

ellul   
by Rabbi Vivian Silverman

This month, leading up to Rosh Hashanah, gives us the 
opportunity to think over all we have done, or neglected 
to do, during the previous eleven months, and to 
resolve to do better in the year ahead.

Jewish tradition teaches that repentance (T’shuva), 
literally, “Returning to God”, is a vital ingredient in our 
life, and, at no time more so than in the weeks before 
the Yamim Noraim (High Holy Season).

T’shuva applies both in our relationship to The 
Almighty, and to our fellow human being. In fact, it is 
imperative to ask forgiveness of someone we know we 
have hurt or wronged, be it through social or business 
connections.

Judaism realises what a big step it is to go up to 
another person and ask forgiveness. So we learn that, 
if after asking up to three times, the wronged individual 
will still not accept the apology, then the sin is now his 
or hers, because no one should be so hardhearted as 
not to accept a contrite admission. Naturally, from then 
onwards, we must not repeat the faults we have made.

Anything that creates better relationships is to be 
welcomed. As the secondary meaning of the Hebrew 
word for year – Shanah – indicates, we all have the 
ability “to change” (L’shanot).

In fact, at this time of year, all of us are called “Baalei 
T’shuva” – masters of our return to God; individuals’ 
duty bound to return to our ancestral faith, and help 
bring about a regeneration in ourselves which rebounds 
to the benefit of the Jewish and the wider community.

hhc
rabbi Vivian silverman
Hove Hebrew Congregation
79 Holland Road, Hove BN3 1JN
Tel: 01273 732035      Email: hollandroadshul@btinternet.com

BULLETIN BOARD - AUGUST
Shabbat Morning Services at 10.30am

Saturday 4   Book Club:  The Coffee Trader by David 
Liss

Saturday 4   Children’s service  
for more details please contact the shul 
office

Friday 17  Erev Shabbat service at 6.30 pm

Sunday 19   Wedding of Andrew Jenshil & Amanda 
Abramson

Friday 31   Erev Shabbat service at 6.30 pm
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reasons to be sporting 
by Rabbi Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah

This August, after a long period of unprecedented bad 
summer weather, Britain will play host to the Olympics 
and Paralympics for the first time in 64 years.  Across 
the country, millions of people will be caught up in the 
world’s premier sporting event. 

What is it about sport? I’m not very sporty and not 
even a very good armchair sports enthusiast. But my 
dad was a great athlete: in addition to competing in 
the Maccabi games as a swimmer and tower diver and 
skiing slalom for Austria, after leaving Vienna for South 
Africa in 1936, he played in the Springbok ice hockey 
team. And my partner is mad about football, rugby and 
cricket – and was an Oxford ‘Blue’ in her student days, 
playing, both, hockey and squash for the University. So 
it is hard for me to avoid the annual round of sporting 
fixtures.

Winston Churchill famously quipped that ‘jaw, jaw’ 
is preferable to ‘war, war.’ Perhaps one day, sport 
might become a safe and healthy substitute for war. 
The English language speaks of ‘playing’ sports and 
of ‘games’. The words, ‘play’ and ‘games’ evoke 
childhood pursuits. Of course, childhood is a time of 
strong emotions – anger, fear and jealousy, as well 
as love and joy. Whatever the arena, when playing 
and watching sport, intense emotions get played out, 
competitive feelings are released and expressed, and 
competitors and their supporters, alike, are desperate 
to ‘win.’ Of course, football, especially, has had 

problems with football hooliganism – and Euro 2012 in 
Poland and Ukraine, highlighted the problem of racism 
amongst some football supporters. Nevertheless, 
overall, by contrast with the ‘theatre of war’, in the 
sports arena, instead of ‘triumph’ and ‘victory’ at the 
price of death and destruction, the rewards are well-
being and trophies for the mantelpiece.

It is not just that sport is a safe substitute for war.  
Like war it creates the context for the expression of 
some of our best human qualities – not just our worst 
ones: courage, fortitude, determination, resilience 
and endurance. Moreover, even in those sports which 
centre on single athletes competing against other single 
athletes – like tennis singles competitions, for example 
– there is always a team behind each player. And so, 
playing sport is a cooperative endeavour.

But is sport ‘Jewish’? Well, apart from the fact that both 
the Maccabi games and Israel’s involvement in sport 
testify to the fact that Jews do play sport, we know that 
supporting a football team is a great Jewish pastime 
(my mother’s family were Arsenal supporters).  Even 
the Sages, although more concerned with life skills 
than sport per se, taught that a father’s duties towards 
his son, included teaching him to swim (Babylonian 
Talmud, Kiddushin 30b). So, whatever you’re doing this 
August, do take the opportunity to share in the Olympic 
and Paralympic spirit.

bhPs strawberry tea  
On Sunday 8th July Rabbi Elli Sarah and Jess Wood 
hosted the BHPS Strawberry Tea. When the date was 
set we had no idea that we would be competing with 
the Murray/Federer Wimbledon final. We enjoyed a 
delicious cream tea, cakes and strawberries and those 
who wished were able to follow the tennis match on 
TV. Of course this viewing was accompanied by many 
opinions and commentaries - with some of us staying 
well after tea time in order not to miss the end of the 
game! Those who could drag themselves away from 
the excitement of the match enjoyed chatting with 
old friends and new. We also dodged the showers to 
admire the beautiful garden, packed full of flowers and 
vegetables. 

2012 cabaret night
Our annual cabaret night returns on Sunday 9th 
September at 7.00 pm at the Ralli Hall. This is always a 
very popular event and tickets are now on sale from the 
office: adults - £10, children under 16 - £5. 

high holyday services
This year, due to the synagogue redevelopment, 
High Holyday services will be conducted at the Ralli 
Hall. Tickets for non-members are available from the 
synagogue office at a cost of £50. This will be refunded 
if joining the synagogue as a member in the three 
months following the festivals. 

There will be no charge for students, but please contact 
the office for tickets for security purposes.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR  
NEXT ISSUE: 

The September/October issue will be published 
mid September.

The deadline for submissions is 20th August.
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finding the g-d Particle  
by Rabbi Hershel Rader

We are constantly bombarded with information. 
Television, radio, newspapers and the internet, not 
necessarily in that order, impart knowledge we often 
accept without question. A few weeks ago we were 
informed of a breakthrough scientific finding.  Scientists 
in Switzerland are 99.999% certain they have found 
the elusive Higgs Boson, the elusive “G-d particle” that 
gives matter mass and 
holds the physical fabric 
of the universe together’.

Why is the Higgs 
Boson known as the G-d Particle?  Publishers 
discovered long ago that putting “God” in the title of 
science books helps sales - examples include God: The 
Failed Hypothesis, The Mind of God, God and the New 
Physics, God’s Universe.  Understandably, journalists 
have persisted in calling the God Particle by its 
provocative nickname, to the dismay of most physicists 
including Peter Higgs.

According to James Randerson, who interviewed Higgs 
in The Guardian, the theistic nickname was coined 
by Nobel-prize winning physicist Leon Lederman 
although Higgs himself is no fan of the label. “I find 
it embarrassing because, though I’m not a believer 
myself, I think it is the kind of misuse of terminology 
which I think might offend some people.”  Higgs also 
revealed that originally Lederman “wanted to refer 
to it as that ‘goddamn 
particle’ and his editor 
wouldn’t let him.” 

We can certainly 
understand referring to 
something so elusive as that ‘goddamn particle’ but 
why did it become the G-d Particle?  Karl Giberson 
Ph.D wrote, “Are we not now claiming that mass is 
created by the Higgs Field and not by God? Is this not 
why the new boson is called The God Particle? Such 
concerns are exacerbated by a misunderstanding 
created by a joke, when physicist Leon Lederman titled 
his book about the quest for the Higgs Boson, The God 
Particle” 

Am I concerned that the implication is that ‘mass is 
created by the Higgs Field and not by G-d’? Well, I 
have absolutely no problem believing that the Higgs 
particle gives matter mass and holds the physical fabric 
of the universe together.  But I do have a problem with 
the term ‘created’ because people do not necessarily 
understand the Torah concept of creation or, for that 
matter, G-d. 

Creation, as described by the Torah, refers to the 
creation of something physical from nothing; known as 

 
creation ex nihilo. The power of G-d the Creator is to 
cause something which did not previously exist in any 
form to come into existence. The first of Maimonides’ 
Principles of Faith is to believe that ‘the Creator creates 
and guides all creations’. Mass, matter and subatomic 
particles are all creations and in no way creators. 

Furthermore, to call any particle 
of creation G-d, whether as a 
joke or marketing ploy or for 
any other reason, is grossly 
misleading for, as Maimonides 

states in his third principle, ‘the Creator is not physical 
and is not affected by physical phenomena’. The reality 
is that G-d is beyond the scope of physics which, by 
definition, deals with physical phenomena. So do I find 
the term G-d Particle offensive? No, but I do find it 
misguided and misleading.

An acquaintance of mine commented to me that the 
Higgs Boson has no real relevance to him. I responded 
that when Einstein made the discoveries that led 
eventually to the atom bomb there were probably 
people in Hiroshima and Nagasaki who thought it 
had no relevance to them.  It is difficult - probably 
impossible - to know what any specific scientific 
discovery or advance will lead to. What does concern 
me is what the flippant use of the word G-d will lead to. 
Implying, whether wittingly or unwittingly, that G-d can 

be supplanted by any natural 
phenomena has the potential to 
undermine the core of Judaism 
which is our covenant with the 
Almighty. 

The purpose of Judaism is not to explain natural 
phenomena but it is to pursue a Divine mission: At 
Mount Sinai the entire nation of Israel was charged 
with the responsibility of leadership through being an 
example of G-d’s values to the world; the mission of 
being a ‘light unto the nations’ we find in the Book of 
Isaiah. This is the covenant we have with G-d and the 
Torah teaches us how to fulfill that covenant.

In the Torah’s account of creation we are told that G-d 
made man in his image. Maimonides tells us that Man 
alone is endowed – like his creator – with morality, 
reason and free will. It is in this sense that the Torah 
describes Man as having been created in G-d’s image. 
Chassidic thought expresses this in the following way; 
within each of us is a part of G-d. The challenge with 
which the Torah presents us is to find that part of G-d 
within us and express it in the way we live our lives. If 
we do that we will indeed have found the G-d Particle.

We can understand referring to something so 
elusive as that ‘goddamn particle’ but why did 

it become the G-d Particle? 

I have no problem believing that the Higgs 
particle gives matter mass and holds the 

physical fabric of the universe together.  But I 
do have a problem with the term ‘created’. 
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what’s on: august / september 2012  
website: www.sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org
email: info@sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org

shabbat shaLom – brighton times

In  Light Candles Out  Havdalah
August 
Fri 3   8. 25 pm          Sat 4  9.40 pm
Fri 10  8. 12 pm  Sat 11  9.25 pm
Fri 17  7.59 pm       Sat 18  9.16 pm
Fri 24  7.45 pm  Sat 25  8.54 pm
Fri 31  7.36 pm  Sat 1  8.37 pm

September 
Fri 7   7.14 pm          Sat 8  8.20 pm
Fri 14  6.59 pm  Sat 15  8.04 pm

reguLar actiVities
Sundays

carmel tennis club �  10.00 am - 12.00 noon. Weekly. All levels 
welcome. Tel: Leon on 07717 222744

brighton JLgb (Jewish Lads and girls brigade)  � The youth club for 
8-18 year olds returns in September during school terms.  For 
more information, please contact Diane on 07963 552920 or 
Alison on 07951 499215 

Mondays

the ethics of our fathers �  with Rabbi Efune 11.30 am - 12.30 pm at 
the new Brighton Hillel Centre, 66/67 Middle Street, Brighton 
Tel: 01273 321919

afternoon club �  with tea 1.30 pm. Ralli Hall Tel: Reba 01444 410435

rubber and duplicate bridge �  1.30 - 4.30 pm £2.00 Ralli Hall. 
Tel: Reba 01444 410435

contemporary basic talmud  �  with Rabbi Efune  - Men only 8.15 pm 
at Chabad House 01273 321919

tanya (kabbalah) Learning group   � with Penina Efune  - Ladies only 
8.15 pm at Chabad House 01273 321919

Tuesdays

ralli hall Lunch and social club �  10.30 am - 4.30 pm 
Tel: Jacqueline 01273 739999 Weekly at Ralli Hall 

art in the studio with martin  �  2.00 - 4.30 pm Ralli Hall 

Painting with rochelle (Jas)   � 7.00 pm - 9.00 pm Ralli Hall 
Tel: 01273 503708 

israeli dancing  �  7.45 pm - 9.45 pm Ralli Hall 
Tel: Jacky 01273 688538  

Wednesdays

art in the studio with martin  �  2.00 - 4.30 pm Ralli Hall

khorovod of songs  �  Eastern European Singing Group with Polina 
Shepherd 7.00 pm – 9.00 pm at Ralli Hall (room 12). RH members 
£5.00/non-members £6.00 (second Wednesday of the month) 

Thursdays

mother & baby group (0-2 years) at the torah nursery � , 29 New Church 
Road, Hove. All mums welcome 9.30 am to 11.30 am. 

ralli hall Lunch and social club  � 10.30 am-4.30 pm Weekly 
Tel: Jacqueline 01273 739999 (RH)

bridge  � at Ralli Hall 11.00 am

weekly torah portion  � with Rabbi Efune 8.15 pm at Chabad House 
Tel: 01273 321919

eVents for august 
 
       Wednesday 1

  � Jacs  guest speaker Ivor Richards presents Memories of 
an Indian Experience.  AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove at 
2.00 pm. £2 members / £2.50 non-members  
 
Sunday 5
  � middle street synagogue - open day  2:00 pm – 4:30 pm
knitted garden   � opposite 12 Seafield Road, Hove to raise 
funds in aid of the Martlets Hospice   
 
Wednesday 8
youth aliyah coffee morning   � Abbingsworth, Tongdean 
Road, Hove  at 10.30 am, £3.00
Jacs   � with guest speaker Peter Batten presents The 
Songs of Ray Noble. AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove at 
2.00 pm. £2 members / £2.50 non-members 
khorovod of songs �  at Ralli Hall 7.00 pm – 9.00  pm 
 
Sunday 12
knitted garden   � opposite 12 Seafield Road, Hove to raise 
funds in aid of the Martlets Hospice 
bexhill/ hastings council of christians & Jews - garden Party �  
ring Stella on 01424 223343 to book your ticket (£3.00) 
 
Wednesday 15
Jacs   � with guest speaker Sarah Tobias presents Women, 
Work & Wartime.  AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove at 2.00 
pm. £2 members / £2.50 non-members 
 
Sunday 19
helping hands tea  � at the AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove 
from 2:30 pm – 4:30 pm 
this is the moment  � ring a Gabi Markham production at 
Ralli Hall, 7.30 pm.  Adults £10 / Students £8.  For more 
information, click on www.gabimarkhamproductions.co.uk 
 
Wednesday 22
Jacs  � together with aJeX present Your Desert Island Discs.  
Bring music (CD) and our DJ Sidney Lipman will play it!  
AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove at 2.00 pm. £2 members 
/ £2.50 non-members 
 
Wednesday 29
Jacs  � guest speaker Mark Perry-Nash presents The 
Journey.  AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove at 2.00 pm. £2 
members / £2.50 non-members

eVents for sePtember  
 
       Sunday Sept 2

  � helping hands tea at the AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove 
from 2:30 pm – 4:30 pm 
sussex Jewish film club  � presents Trembling Before G-d at, 
Ralli Hall, 7.00 for 7.30 pm – 9.00 pm 
 
Wednesday 9
Jacs   � with guest speaker Peter Batten presents The Songs 
of Ray Noble. AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove at 2.00 pm. 
£2   
 
Wednesday 12
Jacs  � Social Club for the over 50s.  AJEX Centre, Eaton 
Road, Hove at 2.00 pm. £2 members / £2.50 non-
members 
khorovod of songs �  at Ralli Hall 7.00 pm – 9.00  pm

COMMUNITY EVENTS – IMPORTANT REMINDER
Contact the Communal Diary before planning your events!  
Email: info@sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org

Grodzinki’s challot and rye bread
are available from Premier Convenience Stores 
in Hove Street every Thursday morning until 

supplies run out. 


